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10 seconds
3 November 2004
Leeds United v Burnley, Championship
The fastest goal in the Whites’ history comes against 
Burnley at Elland Road. The game has literally just kicked 
off when Matthew Kilgallon plays a hopeful ball forward 
and Brian Deane flicks it on to David Healy who cushions it 
for Jermaine Wright to make no mistake from close range 
and put United 1-0 up. The Clarets recover to win 2-1, but 
Wright at least wrote his name into the record books with 
the quickest Leeds strike on record. At the time of writing, 
Wright is still the proud holder of this unique stat. 

First half
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11 seconds
17 March 2001
Charlton Athletic v Leeds United, Premier League 
Mark Viduka puts the Whites ahead at Charlton with 
what at the time is the club’s all-time fastest goal, and 
the second-fastest in the Premier League at that point 
too. The goal comes when David Batty plays a pass to Ian 
Harte, who hoofs a speculative ball forward. Alan Smith 
manages to flick it into the path of Viduka, who takes one 
touch before firing past Addicks keeper Saša Ilić to give 
the Whites a flying start.
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12 seconds
12 January 2016
Ipswich Town v Leeds United, Championship
Souleymane Doukara takes just 12 seconds to give 
United the lead at Portman Road. When a long ball is 
played towards the Ipswich defence, it is headed across 
the edge of his own box by a home defender and as a 
team-mate collects in the middle, Doukara steals the ball 
and then lashes a low shot into the bottom-right corner 
to put Leeds 1-0 up. Brett Pitman will score in added time 
to give the Tractor Boys a 2-1 win to make it a miserable 
Tuesday evening in Suffolk.
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16 seconds
1 March 2019
Leeds United v West Bromwich Albion, Championship
Pablo Hernández scores to leave West Brom reeling in a 
Championship promotion clash at Elland Road. Marcelo 
Bielsa’s men, fresh from a 1-0 loss at QPR, race out of 
the blocks at Elland Road and go ahead in stunning style 
as Hernández sets the Whites on the way to a thumping 
4-0 win over Darren Moore’s men – and the Baggies had 
kicked off. Jack Harrison wins possession and races down 
the left flank before spotting Hernández in acres of space 
outside the West Brom box – he passes to the Spaniard 
who takes a touch before rifling a superb shot into the 
top-left corner from 20 yards to send Elland Road wild. 
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20 seconds
21 January 1984
Leeds United v Fulham, Second Division
It’s rare that a winning goal comes just 20 second into a 
game, but that’s what happens when Leeds host Fulham 
in the second-tier at Elland Road. Andy Watson is the 
hero, catching the Cottagers cold from close range to give 
Eddie Gray’s struggling side a 1-0 win in an otherwise 
largely forgettable game.
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35 seconds
17 September 1969
Leeds United v Lyn, European Cup first round, first leg
League champions Leeds make a stunning European Cup 
debut against Norwegian champions Lyn in the first leg at 
Elland Road. United take the lead with the first attack of 
the game as Paul Madeley’s superb precision pass finds 
Mike O’Grady’s run as he cuts inside on the left of the box 
and he then hits a thundering a angled, rising shot past 
the Oslo side’s keeper and into the far right of the net.
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2
28 December 2009
Stockport County v Leeds United, League One
Runaway leaders Leeds get off to the perfect start at Edgeley 
Park against bottom-of-the-table Stockport County. The 
hosts, who have suffered ten successive defeats, couldn’t 
have made a much worse start as Robert Snodgrass takes 
the ball towards the box before unleashing a left-foot shot 
that dips over the keeper and into the top-left corner to 
give Simon Grayson’s men a 1-0 lead on a mud bath of 
a pitch.
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3
12 September 1995
AS Monaco v Leeds United, UEFA Cup first round, first leg
United are gifted a vital early away goal against Monaco 
after a dreadful defensive mix-up. Tony Dorigo sends a 
hopeful cross into the Monaco box towards Tony Yeboah, 
but the keeper and central defender both go for the same 
ball and get in each other’s way. The loose ball falls to 
Yeboah who doesn’t wait for a second invitation as he 
sends a sideways bicycle kick into the unguarded net to 
put the Whites 1-0 up.

12 August 2008
Chester City v Leeds United, League Cup first round
Jermaine Beckford’s predatory instincts are at their best 
as he gives United an early lead away to League Two 
Chester City. There is a rare assist for United keeper 
Casper Ankergren, too, as the Dane sweeps a 60-yard pass 
towards the Chester six-yard box and Beckford is alive to 
the opportunity as he slides in ahead of a defender and 
the keeper to divert the ball into the bottom-right corner 
and put the Whites on the way to a resounding 5-2 victory.

8 February 2021
Leeds United v Crystal Palace, Premier League
Jack Harrison’s first season as a Premier League player 
just gets better and better as he scores another fine goal 
to put the Whites 1-0 up against Crystal Palace at Elland 
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Road. The opener comes when Stuart Dallas plays a short 
pass to Harrison just outside the Palace box – with no 
immediate challenge, the on-loan Manchester City man 
nudges it into the box before unleashing a powerful rising 
shot that gives the keeper no chance as it flies into the 
roof of the net to put Leeds 1-0 up. Stunning stuff from a 
player who only seems to score spectacular goals.
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4
17 September 1969
Leeds United v Lyn, European Cup first round, first leg
United double their lead against Lyn with another excellent 
goal. The first goal had come via a move down the left 
flank and the second comes from the right as Paul Reaney 
sends in a perfect cross that Mick Jones leaps up for and 
heads across the keeper and into the top-right corner to 
make it 2-0 in no time at all as the Norwegian part-timers 
buckle in for a long evening.

16 May 1973
Leeds United v AC Milan, European Cup Winners’ Cup Final
On a heartbreaking and controversial night at the 
Kaftanzoglio Stadium in Thessaloniki, AC Milan grab the 
only goal of the game to end yet another trophy dream for 
an injury- and suspension-hit Leeds side who had looked 
on course for a league, FA Cup and European treble at one 
stage. Worse still, there are accusations levelled against 
referee Christos Michas, who continually appears to 
favour the Italians with any borderline decisions and will 
later deny the Whites at least one clear-cut penalty in the 
first half. For the winning goal, the free kick awarded on the 
edge of the Leeds box is questionable to say the least and 
Luciano Chiarugi’s low shot takes a slight deflection off 
Paul Madeley and flies in off the foot of the right post and 
into the net. The Greek referee will eventually be banned 
for life for match-fixing, though allegations that he had 
been bribed ahead of this match will never be proved.
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25 September 2012
Leeds United v Everton, League Cup third round
The Whites get off to a fantastic start against Premier 
League Everton with a goal inside four minutes. The 
Toffees, second in the top flight, are strong favourites 
against Neil Warnock’s side, but an early misplaced pass 
in defence allows Leeds in for the opener as Rodolph 
Austin’s challenge allows Aidy White to burst towards 
goal and as two Everton defenders race to close him 
down, his rising shot beats the keeper to give United a 
1-0 lead at Elland Road.

5 December 2020
Chelsea v Leeds United, Premier League
Patrick Bamford gets United off to a dream start away to 
Chelsea with a goal after only three minutes at Stamford 
Bridge. Kalvin Phillips looks like he is out of options on the 
left of the halfway line, but he spots Bamford’s run down 
the middle and plays a perfectly weighted ball into his 
path. Bamford nips in between Kurt Zouma and Édouard 
Mendy, taking the ball past the French keeper and then 
slotting into the empty net to make it 1-0. It is especially 
sweet for Bamford who had spent five years with Chelsea 
without ever making a senior start, but despite the bright 
beginning, the hosts will battle back to win 3-1.
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5
7 October 1967
Leeds United v Chelsea, First Division
Leeds, beaten in the FA Cup semi-final by Chelsea just five 
months previously, are thirsty for revenge against the west 
Londoners. And with Chelsea manager Tommy Docherty 
resigning the day before, the visitors are clearly still 
shaken from the events of the past 24 hours – even more 
so with the thrashing they will receive from Don Revie’s 
side which begins when Billy Bremner’s clever pass finds 
Paul Reaney who crosses in for Albert Johanneson to 
head home the first of the afternoon. 

24 October 2000
Leeds United v Barcelona, Champions League first 
group stage
Having lost the first group meeting 4-0 at the Camp Nou, 
United look to avenge that at Elland Road and are given 
the ideal basis to do so through Lee Bowyer’s excellent 
fifth-minute goal. Abelardo Fernández’s foul on Mark 
Viduka on the left allows Bowyer just enough sight of the 
Barcelona goal and his curling free kick escapes the grasp 
of keeper Richard Dutruel as it bends into the top-right-
hand corner of the net to make it 1-0.

4 May 2003
Arsenal v Leeds United, Premier League
United’s hopes of surviving relegation get an early boost 
at Highbury through a Harry Kewell goal. With Peter Reid 
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in temporary control of the Whites, the second-placed 
Gunners strike the woodwork through Martin Keown in 
the opening moments, but Leeds catch the hosts cold 
with a counter-attack as Jason Wilcox plays a long ball 
forward into the path of Kewell who races on to the pass 
before sending a ferocious left-footed, angled drive across 
David Seaman and into the net from 20 yards out – a 
stunning strike from the livewire Aussie.

11 August 2018
Derby County v Leeds United, Championship
United grab an early advantage at Pride Park with a goal 
in the first attack of any note. Both sides have started 
their campaign with a victory and are keen to lay down 
a marker, but it is United who silence the home support 
when Samuel Sáiz plays the ball infield from the left flank 
to Pablo Hernández, who in turn rolls it sideways to 
Mateusz Klich who skips past one challenge before rifling 
a powerful shot into the corner to make it 1-0. 

19 September 2020
Leeds United v Fulham, Premier League
In United’s first home game since winning promotion 
back to the Premier League, Hélder Costa spectacularly 
opens the scoring against Fulham. The match, played 
behind closed doors at Elland Road due to the Covid-19 
pandemic, explodes into life when a deep corner is 
nodded backwards by a Fulham defender to Costa on the 
left corner of the six-yard box and after controlling the ball, 
he fires a shot in off the underside of the crossbar and 
into the net to make it 1-0.
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27 December 2020
Leeds United v Burnley, Premier League
United get the early breakthrough against Burnley with a 
goal that will settle the contest just five minutes in. Patrick 
Bamford is alive to a long ball played towards the Burnley 
box and as he brings it under control, he takes it away 
from England keeper Nick Pope and is clattered in the 
process by the Clarets’ number one. Bamford steps up 
himself to take the penalty, thumping a left-foot shot into 
the top-right corner to make it 1-0 at Elland Road.
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6
25 October 1995
Leeds United v PSV Eindhoven, UEFA Cup second round, 
first leg
United get off to a dream start against Dutch giants 
PSV Eindhoven at Elland Road. When Gary McAllister 
is scythed down midway inside the PSV half, it gives the 
Scottish maestro a chance to float a free kick in from 
the left flank. His delivery is superb, with the pace of 
the ball meaning that Gary Speed needs only make the 
slightest connection to glance the ball into the bottom-
right corner from 12 yards and put the Whites 1-0 up. 
In an extraordinary game, however, the Dutch side go on 
to win 5-3 and leave Howard Wilkinson’s side facing a 
European exit. 

6 March 2001
Real Madrid v Leeds United, Champions League second 
group stage
United grab an early lead away to Real Madrid to stun 
the Bernabéu. In what is Leeds’ first attack of any note, 
Mark Viduka gets free down the right flank and spots Alan 
Smith’s run down the centre. The Australian feeds an inch-
perfect low ball into Smith’s path and the young forward 
does the rest, sliding a low shot past the onrushing keeper 
from the edge of the box to make it 1-0.
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11 December 2020
Leeds United v West Ham United, Premier League
When Patrick Bamford is brought down by West Ham 
keeper Łukasz Fabiański as he takes the ball past him, 
referee Michael Oliver is left with an easy decision to 
point to the penalty spot. Mateusz Klich steps up to 
take the penalty but his weak attempt is easily gathered 
by Fabiański and it seems the chance is gone. But VAR 
spot that Fabiański was marginally off his line when the 
kick was taken, so Klich is given a second chance – and 
he doesn’t miss the re-take, putting the Whites 1-0 up at 
Elland Road.


